
WHAT WILL MY CHILD LEARN IN FOURTH GRADE?

READING
1. Increase Vocabulary

Fourth graders increase vocabulary by building an understanding of relationships between words.

EXAMPLES:
Understand idioms (an idiom is an expression that cannot be understood from the
meanings of individual words but that has a separate meaning of its own), such as
"Hold your horses!"
Understand and use synonyms (words with similar meanings like promise/pledge)
to convey ideas precisely
Understand and use antonyms (words with opposite meanings like failure/success)
to convey ideas precisely

EXAMPLES:
Alice'sAdventuresin Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
The BlackStallion by Walter Farley
Wherethe Mountain Meetsthe Moon by Grace Un
Hurricanes:Earth'sMightiest Storms by Patricia Lauber
Horsesby Seymour Simon
Questfor the TreeKangaroo:An Expeditionto the Cloud Forestof NewGuinea
by Sy Montgomery

2. Understanding New Words and Phrases
Fourth graders use strategies (like context clues and knowledge of prefixes/suffixes and root words)
to understand new words and phrases.

3. Determining the Main Idea
Fourth graders determine the main idea and key details of both literary and informational text and
summarize a text.(

4. Explaining Support Points
Fourth graders explain how an author uses evidence and reasons to support particular points
in a text.

5. Comparing Similar Themes and Topics
Fourth graders compare how similar themes and topics are expressed in stories, myths, and
folktales from different cultures.

6. Engage with a Variety of Texts
Fourth graders read and actively engage with a variety of rich and challenging texts to build
a foundation of knowledge in literature, science, social studies, and other subjects.
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WRITING
7. Basic Rules of English

Fourth graders use basic rules of English grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when
writing.

EXAMPLES:
Recognize fragmented and run-on sentences
Use can, may, and must correctly
Correctly use and spell homophones, such as to, too and two
Use dictionaries to check and correct spelling

8. Naturally Unfolding Stories
Fourth graders write a story with an event sequence that unfolds naturally, uses dialogue, description
and sensory details, and provides a satisfying conclusion.

9. Informational Pieces
Fourth graders write an informational piece that introduces a topic, groups related information in
paragraphs and sections, develops the topic with facts and details, and provides a logical conclusion.
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10. Opinion Pieces
Fourth graders write an opinion piece that introduces a topic or text, states an opinion, is clearly
organized, and supports the opinion with reasons, facts, and details.

11. Supporting Research with Evidence
Fourth graders include evidence from text to support thinking and research.

12. Using Technology
Fourth graders produce and share writing using technology with guidance and support from adults.

13. Type One Page of Writing
Fourth graders type at least one page of writing in a single sitting.

LISTENING & SPEAKING
14. Giving Oral Reports

Fourth graders report orally on a topic to show understanding, using well-chosen and well-organized
facts and details.

15. Participating in Conversations
Fourth graders participate in conversations about topics and texts being studied, listening carefully
to the ideas of others, and asking and answering questions in order to gather more information or
deepen understanding of the topic.

16. Paraphrasing Information
Fourth graders paraphrase information from media presentations or books read aloud.



RESEARCH AND INQUIRY
17. Short Research Projects

Fourth graders independently conduct short research projects to investigate and become
knowledgeable about a topic.
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18. Taking Notes and Sorting Information
Fourth graders take notes, sort information into categories, and provide a list of sources.

NUMBERS & PLACE VALUE
1. Multi-Digit Whole Numbers

Fourth graders quickly and accurately add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers up to 1 million
(1,000,000).

Factors of

2. Factors
Fourth graders understand factors - whole numbers (numbers without fractions) that can be
multiplied together to get another number. They understand that one number can have several
factor pairs - for example, 3 and 4 are factors of 12 (3 x 4 = 12), and so are 2 and 6 (2 x 6 = 12)
and 1 and 12 (1 x 12 = 12). Fourth graders understand that a prime number has only one factor
pair: 1 and itself.

EXAMPLES:

3. Relationship with Place Value
Fourth graders read, write, and compare multi-digit whole numbers, understanding that the value of
a digit is ten times what it would be in the place to its right - for example, 7 is ten times greater than
0.7. They use understanding of place value to round multi-digit whole numbers to any place.

4. Remainders
Fourth graders multiply a number of up to four digits by anyone-digit number and multiply two
two-digit numbers. They divide a number of up to four digits by anyone-digit number, including
problems with remainders. Fourth graders explain and illustrate using equations and visual
rectangular models.

EXAMPLE:
Two hundred fifty doughnuts aredivided evenly among sixclassrooms.How many doughnuts
will eachclassroomreceive,and how manydoughnuts will be leftover for the principal?
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5. Word Problems
Fourth graders solve multistep word problems with whole numbers using addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division problems with remainders. They use mental math and estimation
strategies (such as rounding) to check how reasonable an answer is. Fourth graders write equations
for these problems with a letter standing for the unknown quantity.

EXAMPLE:
A rectangular field has a perimeter of 400 yards. The field has a length of 125 yards and
a width of w yards. Find w.

400 = 125 + 125 + w + W

FRACTIONS
6. Breaking Down Fractions

Fourth graders break fractions down into smaller fractions that have the same denominator
(bottom number) in various ways.

EXAMPLE:
3/4 = lf4 + 1/4 + lf4 or 3/4 = lf4 + 2/4

7. Adding and Subtracting
Fourth graders add and subtract fractions with the same denominator (bottom number).

EXAMPLES:
5/8 + 2/8 = 7/8
7/8 - 5/8 = 2/8

8. Working with Mixed Numbers
Fourth graders add and subtract mixed numbers with the same denominators.

EXAMPLE:
11/6 + 2% = 4

9. Equivalent Fractions
Fourth graders use visual fraction models - number lines, fraction bars - to understand how
fractions can be equal (equivalent) even when the number and size of the parts (the numerators
and denominators) are different. They recognize and create equal (equivalent) fractions.

EXAMPLE:
2/4 = 1/2 or 2/4 = lf4 + 1/4

10. Numerators and Denominators
Fourth graders compare two fractions with different numerators (top numbers) and different
denominators (bottom numbers) by changing one or both fractions so that they both have the same
denominator. For example, in comparing 3fs and 4/16, they use visual fraction models to understand
that 4/16 is the same as 2/8.

EXAMPLE:
if 3fs > 2fs then 3fs > 4/16
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11. Comparing Numerators
Fourth graders understand that in comparing two fractions with the same denominator, the larger
fraction is the one with the larger numerator.

12. Multiply Fraction by Whole Number
Fourth graders solve word problems involving multiplication of fractions by a whole number.

EXAMPLE:
Mary wants to make bows tor six friends. Each bow requires % of a yard of ribbon.
How many yards of ribbon does Mary need?

13. Fractions as Decimals
Fourth graders write fractions with denominators of 10 or 100 as decimals.

EXAMPLES:
Write 4;10 as 4;10 or as .40
Write .83 as 83;100

14. Word Problems
Fourth graders solve word problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of:

units or intervals of time (seconds, minutes, hours)
units of money (using decimal notation - for example: $0.25, $0.05, $2.35)
units of mass (grams, kilograms)
units of weight (ounces, pound)
units of volume (milliliters, liters)
units of distance/length (inches, feet, yards, miles, centimeters, meters, kilometers)

(
15. Comparing Fractions and Decimals

Fourth graders compare numbers written as fractions and numbers written as decimals, using the
symbols> (greater than), = (equal to), and < (less than). They use visual models such as fraction
bars or number lines to explain and justify their answers.

GEOMETRY
16. Perimeter

Fourth graders understand perimeter as the measurement around something, and area as the
measurement of the flat surface inside the perimeter of something. They find perimeter and area
to solve real-world cost problems.

EXAMPLES:
Juan wants to carpet his bedroom. His bedroom is two yards wide and five yards long.
The carpeting costs $7 per square yard. How much will Juan's new carpet cost? Explain
or illustrate how you solved this problem.
Juan decides to put a decorative border high all the way around his room near the top of the walls.
The border costs $3 per yard. How much will the border cost? Explain or illustrate how you solved
this problem.
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17. Lines and Angles
Fourth graders draw and identify different types of lines and angles, including line segments, rays,
parallel lines, perpendicular lines, and right angles. They use the presence or absence of these lines
or angles to categorize or group (classify) two-dimensional shapes or figures, such as rectangles,
parallelograms, trapezoids, and triangles.

18. Lines of Symmetry
Fourth graders understand lines of symmetry: a line across a two-dimensional figure such that
the figure can be folded along the line into identical matching parts. They identify the most common
symmetrical shapes: circles, squares, rectangles, ovals, equilateral triangles (three equal sides),
isosceles triangles (two equal sides), hexagons, and octagons .
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